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PREFACE

     The works in this thesis were earried out under the guidance of

Professor Hideo Tamura at Faculty of Engineering, Osaka University.

     This thesis describes some electrochemical investigations on

photocatalytic reactions on semieonducting rutile. The author wishes

that the electrochemical methods presented in this work become one of a

powerful tools on analyzing some photocatalytic reactions on semiconductor
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CHAPTER 1

GENERAL INTRODUCTION

     The electrochemistry of semiconductors has been emerged from a paper by

                            1)                                 Since then, a large number of researchBrattain and Garrett in 1955.

                                                     2-5)works have been published on semiconductor electrodes,                                                         and a new field

in the electrochemistry has been developed. One of the most interesting

features of the semiconductor electrochemistry is phenomena assoeiated with

inuminated eiectrodes.2-5) For example, a "ph6to--sensitized electrolytic

reaction" 6) has been found, which led to an invention of a photo:

                                                          '                                                              '                     7) '•electrochemical cell.
                                                        '       '     !n this thesis, thories and techniques established on the semiconductor
                             '
electrochemistry are applied to investigate photocatalytic reactions on a

semiconductor catalyst (chapters' 2-4). rt is well known that eatalysts play

                                                             'an important role in chemical reactions. • Zt is suggested by many studies on
                    '
semiconductor electrode reaetions that the electrochemical method has a

great advantage in elucidating whether catalytic reactions proceed via

                                                                     4,5)exchange of electronic carriers between catalysts and reactants. or not.

                                                      'A few studies have already shown that this method will be useful to analyze

meehanism of catalytic reactions, if it is controlled by the exehange of

                    8)electronic carriers.
                                     '                                     '
     A photo-electrochemical cell on the conversion of solar energy into

electrical energy is a very attractive device, if one thinks of energy
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strage in the near future.9) In chapters s and 6 of this thesis, a

cerrelation between photo-electrochemical eell reactions and photocatalytic

reactions on a semiconductor catalyst is investigated.

 . In this thesis, n-type semiconducting rutile was adopted as the catalyst

as well as the electrode, since this material is electrochemically stable6)

and its catalysis is a problem under investigation in the Tesearch field of

catalysis.

     The contents of this thesis are composed of the following papers.

1) Two Step Oxidation Reaetions of Alcohols on an Zlluminated Rutile

    Electrode
                      '
         M. Miyake, H. Yoneyama and H. Tamura,

         Chem. Lett., 635 (1976).

2) The Development of Photo-eiectrochemical Cells from Systems with

    Photocatalytic Reactions

         M. Miyake, H. Yoneyama and H. Tamura,

         Electrochim. Acta, 21, 1065 (1976).
                           '                                            '
3) An Electrochemical Study on Reaetioqs of Quinones in Methanol on an

  '                               '    Illurninated Rutile Catalyst '
           '
         M. Miyake, H. Yoneyama and H. Tamura,
                 '
         Electrochim. Acta, in press.

4) Correlation between Photo-electroehemieal Cell Reaetions and

    Photocatalytic Reactions on rlluminated Rutile
                   '             '
         M. Miyake, H. Yoneyama and H. Tamura,

         Bull. Chem. Soc. Japan, in contribution.

5) An Electrochemical Study on Photocatalytic Oxidation of Methanol

    on Rutile
              '                        '
        M. Miyake, H. Yoneyama and H. Tamura,

         J. Catal., in contribution.
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6) Effect of Solution

Rutile Anode

     M. Miyake, H.

     Denki Kagaku,

pH on the Oxidation of

Yoneyama and H. Tamura,

in contribution.

Alcohols on an !11uminated
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     CHAPTER 2

     OXIDATION .REACTIONS OF ALCOHOLS ON ILLUMINATED RUTILE

2-1 ZNTRODUCTrON

                                                    '
     Morrison et al. found that the anodic photo-current on an n--type ZnO

electrode increased up to twice when sorne multi.-equivalent reducing agents

(e.g. alcohol, formate and As3+) were added in the electrolyte ,solution.12)

                                                               ttThey terrned this phenomenon as the, " current doubling" effect. This effect

has been interpreted as the result in the two step oxidation of the reducing

agent as shown in Fig.2-1, i.e. the reducing agent,R:is oxidized by the

positive hole in the valence band of the semiconductor (Eq.2-1), and the

produced intermediate radical RÅ}, which has high eleetronic energy, is

                         2+subsequently oxidized to R by injecting electron into the conduction band

(Eq. 2-2). Similar " current doubling" effects were reported on some

semiconductor electrodes not only for the oxidation processl,3'i5) but also for

                  16,17)the reduction one.                          However no report has been published on rutile.

      Therefore, to elarify the mechanism of oxidation reactions of alcohols

on illuminated rutile, the " current doubling" effect is investigated.
                   '
Furthermore, faetors which control the reactivity of the alcohols are

                                              'pursued.
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2-2 EXPERIMENTAL

     A rutile sing!e crystal (IO x 10 x 3 mm) was obtained from Nakazumi

Crystal Co. Ltd.. It was an as-grown one prepared by the Vernuile method

and had a grey eolor. The (110) faee was chosen as the electrode surface.

Indium was electroplated on the back face of the crystal to get an ohmic

contact.6) The crystal was covered with epoxy resin exeept for the

electrode surface and fixed in a glass tube. Before measurements, the

electrode was dipped in concentrated nitric acid for 1 min, and then washed

with de-ionized water for about 30 min.

     Solutions used were water, methanol, ethanol, 2-propanol, 1•-propanol

and t--butyl alcohol containing O.1 M HCI as the supporting electrolyte

except for the experiments with different pH solutions. Water was
                                                                   '
distilled twice. Aqueous buffer solutions containing 50 volume Z of
                         'aleohol were prepared by dissolving either one or two of HCI, KH2P04-, KCI and

NaOH, and pH values of thern were checked with a pH meter (Hitachi--Horiba, '

                                                       '                                                                 '                                                                   '               '
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M-5). There is no assurance that the hydrogen ion concentration in an
        'aqueous solution is equal to that in the alcoholic solution used in the

present study even when the indication value of the pH meter is the same

between the two kind of the solutions. However, this brings no serious

problem in the present study, since only qualÅ}tative information on the

                                                 'hydrogen ion concentration was required.' Nitrogen gas bubbled into the

              'solution was purified by passing commercial 99.99 Z nitrogen over a hot
                                               '                                                                 18) •copper powder and moleeular sieves in the same manner as reported.. .

All chemicals used were of guaranteed reagent grade.
                                                              '                                                                      '
     Anodic photo--current was measured at 2.0 V vs. S.C.E. by means of a
                                                                '                                                    'potentiostat (Hokutodenko Ltd., model ps-500B). The differential
                                                                    19)capacitance wasmeasured by using an a.c. bridge at l kHz in the dark.,

     The rutile electrode was illuminated by •a 500 W ultra-high pressure

marcury arc lamp (Ushio Electric rne., model Ul--501). The light of wave

length shorter than 350 nm was cut off by setting a convex g!ass lens in
                                                                  '
front of a qualtz window of an electrolytic cell. The intensity of the

light was changed by using a glass lens or Ni nets.
                                                           '     A qualtz cell (volume 80 cm3)used in the measurements had a shape of

a beaker. rt had a flat qualtz window, a gas inlet and an outlet in the

side wall. The cell was covered with a black vinyl tape except for the
                                      '
window. It was connected by a solution bridge to an another beaker type
                                                                 'cell containing the same solution, and the latter cell was connected to a

                                                       ttreference electrode S.C.E. through an agar salt bridge. The rutile test

eleetrode, a pt counter electrode (3 x 4 cm) and the solution bridge

having a Luggin capillary were fixed in a Teflon stopper, and set in the

electrolytic cell.
                                                                  '
     Formaldehyde, which was produced during the electrode reaction, was
   '                                              20)detected by colorimetry using phenyl-hydrazine.

                                 -6-•



2-3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

                        '
     Anodie process on an illuminated rutiie electrode in aqueous solution

                                                           6)without alcohol is decomposition of water by positive holes.

             2H20 + 4p+-02 + 4H+ (2-3)
                               ipo

In this ease, the saturated anodic current ipo is eontrolled by the

annihilation of positive holes to the reactant. On the other hand, anodic

process of the " current doubling" agent is expressed by Eqs. 2-1 and 2-2

in Fig. 2-1, and the saturated anodic current, which was observed in the

potential region between 1 and 3 V vs. S.C.E., is the sum of the saturated

hole current i p and the electron injeetion current ie into the electrode.

Accordingly, the anodic current of the " current doubling" agent increases

by the factor of (ip + ie)/ipo compared with ipo. Thus, reactivity of the

" current doubling" agent can be determined by measuring (ip + ie)lipo•

     Figure 2-2 shows the plots of (ip + ie)/ipo versus alcohol molar

fraction in water for four kinds of alcohols. In this experiment, rather

high photo-intensity was adopted, since the visible decomposition of rutile

could not be observed. The saturated anodic current was about 500 uA in

O.1 M HCI-water. In the case of O.1 M HCI alcoholic solution, the anodic

current was greatly increased depending on the aicohol coneentration exeept

for t-butyl alcohol.• This result shows that the " current ,doubling"

takes place on the rutile electrode for the oxidation of methanol, ethanol

and 2-propanol. t--Butyl aleohol, which has no or hydrogen, cannot be

oxidized through the " current doubling" process as reported on zno.21)

The anodic cu' rrent became saturated in the solution having alcohol more than

                                                                        'about O.7 in molar fraction, and the magnitude of the satur' ated current,

    '
                                                           '                                  .-7-
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              Fig. . Plots of (ip + ie)/ipo vs. alcohol molar
                         fraction.

i.e. the reactivity, decreased in the order, methanol > ethanol > 2-propanol.

In the cancentration region in which a strong dependency of (ip + ie)lipo

was observed, no distinction of difference in the reactivity was possible
                                                                  -.                                                            '
among the three kinds of alcohols within experimental errors. ' '

     The number of a hydrogen of alcohols seemed to have little influence
                                                                      '
on the reactivity of the alcohols, because the reactivity of ;•-propanol did

not coincide with that of ethanol, but coincided with that of 2--propanol.

                                                '     Judging from dissociation energies of the homopolar a hydrogen bond of

the alcohols, the energy of the first step for the oxidation of the alcohols

represented by Eq. 2--1 seems not to be different so much.22) on the other

hand, the result of the Mott-Schottky plots of differential capacitance

showed that the flat-band potential Vfb of the rutile electrode in each

alcohol solution without water was the same value of O.18 V vs. S.C.E..

In this case, Vfb seems to be eontrolled mainly by the H+ concentration in

             23)the solution.                   Accordingly, the energy level of the valence band edge

                                                              'Ev at the surfaee of rutile in each alcohol solution would be approximately

the same. These results indicate that the reaetivity of the alcohols would

                                    -8-



not be controlled by the relative energy position between the alcohols and

E.
                                                                   '      '
     To find out the reason of the difference in the reactivity by the kinds

                                                        '                                                                         'of alcohols, (ip + ie)/ipo versus methanol molar fraction was plotted with

variogs photo--intensities in Fig. 2-3. A linear relation was reported

between the photo-intensity and the saturated hole current on a rutile

electrode.6) Then, a relative photo-intensity was determined by measuring

the saturated hole current in O.1 M HCI-water. In Fig. 2--3, the photo--
   '
intensity indicated as 100 in a.u. corresponded to 500 vA on the rutile

electrode. The results ' in Fig. 2-3 as well as in Fig. 2-p2 showed that

(ip + ie)/ipo was controlled by the amount of the alcohol in water when the

alcohol coneentration was rather low, and that (ip + ie)lipo was saturated

when the alcohol concentration was high. The agitation of the solution
                                                                         '
did not cause the 'increase in the current, so the mass transfer of alcohol

from the bulk solution to the surfaee was not import' ant in this system.

                                                                   '                                          '                                              '          '                             '
    '
                         '                               . bsg ' '                 A2'Oe,alM..\(Zt!/!:

a
-r

v

  1.0

 2-3

(d):

.

Fige

     O O.5 1.0            Methanol molar fract•ion

    . Plots ef (ip + ie)lipo vs. methanol molar

fraction with various photo-fintensities. Photo-
intensities are (a): 340, (b): 180, (c): 100,

   33, (e): 14 and (f): 5 in a.u.
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Therefore, we think that the reaction would be controlled by the amount of

adsorbed alcohol on the rutile electrode when the alcohol concentration is

                                       .Iess than O.5 in molar fraction. On the other hand, the behavior in the

saturation region in Fig. 2-3 should be discussed by taking into

consideration of photo-intensity. When the photo-intensity was rather weak

such as in the cases of the curves (d) to (f), (i +i)/i began to
                                                pe                                                         po
saturate at lower methanol concentrations, since the less holes were

available for the oxidation of methanol. The anodic current is not

controlled by the arnount of adsorbed alcohol, but controlled by the number
                                                                    '
of holes at the surface of rutile. However, when the' photo-intensity was

high such as in the cases of the curves (a) to (c), the anodic current seems

to be affected by the amount of adsorbed methanol, sinCe (ip + ie)/ipo

decreased in spite of high availability of positive holes, and ie, which was

estimated by the subtraction of i po from (ip + ie), was roughly the.same for

the three curves. The curves in Fig. 2-2 were measured at the same photo-
             '
intensity as the curve (c) in Fig. 2-3. [rherefore, the difference in the

reactivity by the kinds of alcohoZs would be caused by the difference in the

amount of adsorbed alcohols on active sites at the surface of rutile. Some
reports have been published for the adsorption of alcohols on rutue25) and

metal oxides.26) They supported the result described above, i.e. the amount

of adsorbed alcohols decreased in the order, methanol > ethanol > 2-propanol.

     Figure 2-4 shows the dependence of (i +i)li on solution pH for the
                                              e po                                         p
cases of methanol and 2-propanol. It was found that (ip + ie)lipo became

high with a deerease in pH values of the solutions. Gerischer and R6'sler

proposed a mechanism of the " current doubling" at CdS anodes, which fitted

in their experimental results that the " current doubling" was observed in a

quite limited high pH region of solutions.15) ' .

                                    -•lO--



                                   +.       RIR2 C(OH)(H)ad + OH' + P -> RIR2 C(OH)ad + H20 (2"4)

                               '                                               '                                                            '

            e-       RIR2 C(OH).d + OH --) RIR2 C=O + H20 + e- • (2-5)
                                                            '
                                                     '

where Rl and R2 are H or alkyl groups. The results shown in Fig. 2-4

indicate, however, that this mechanism does not fit in the rutile electrode.

     Importance of the degree of dissociation of " current doubling" agents

in solutions was reported for the case of the " current doubling" reduction

                                              16,17)of H202 and p-benzoquinone on illuminated p-Ga?.                                                        Judging from a

rather high pK value of. methanol of 16.7,27) almost au rnethanol seems to be

in a molecular form and no noticeable effect of the dissociation is expected

in the pH region studied. The same situation seerns to be true for 2--

propanol.27) Therefore, the pH dependence of the reaetivity of alcohols

should be brought about by an another factor. . • ..
     It is believed that the rutile surface is usually covered with OH as

weii as water moiecuies28'29) and that the fonowing dissociation

                                                 23,30) •equilibrium is established in an aqueous solution. • ,

                        '

                   g1'6

                   k' t4
                  Atu
                   .r-
                   +
                   a1•2                  Y' ,
                     1•02 4 6 s 10 12
                            . pH

               Fig. 2-4. Plots of (ip + ie)lipo vs. pH of buffer
                  dqueous solutions with 50 vQlume 9/. of alcohol.
                     (O): methanol (A): 2-propanol
                                                    '
                                  '

                                   -l1•-
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                         -+        -Ti--OH = -Ti-O                             +H (2--6)

        -Ti--OHFit -Ti+ + OH' (2-7)
                                                                   '
The point of zero charge of rutile, at which the numbers of -Ti+ sites are

equal to those of -Tid-O'  sites, was reported to lie at pH 6.0 at room
                                                                       'temperature,31) and -Ti+ sites beeome abundant with a deerease of pH value

of the solution.23'30) in our experimental condition with high anbdic

polarization, -Ti+ sites will be occupied with OH- or H20 to evolve oxygen

if there is no speeific adsorbate such as alcohols in aqueous solutions.
                                                                   tt-Ti-OH sites may also be oxidized to something 1'ike -Ti=O, as is usually

                                                 32)believed at metal eleetrodes in aqueous solutions. When alcohols are
                                                          '
added into the solutions, they can adsorb on the sites of rutile surface.

An alcohol molecule is considered to adsorb on a pair of bare --Ti+ and .
                         '
--
Ti-O- site, and a strong adsorption is suggested on -T" site oÅí the rutiie

surface compared with that on -Ti-o- site.28'33) ' Therefore, it is

              'concluded that the high reactivity of alcohols in a low pH region is

considered to be resposible for an increase in the number of active sites
                                                tt                                                                    '(--Ti+) at the rutile surface.

                                                                      '
     The flat-band potential of rutile was reported to shift to a cathodic

direction by sg mv with an increase of unit pH.23) when the rutile

electrode, is polarized at the fixed potential (2 V vs. S.C.E.) in the

solutions with different pH values, magnitude of the band bending must be

different depending on solution pH, and high for high solution pH. !f the

adsorption is affected by the electric field of the space charge formed in
                                                          '                                      'the electrode, a high amount of adsorption of alcohol should be observed in
                                                                        '
alkaline solutions. The result in Fig. 2-4, however, shows an inverse

tendeney for this predietion. Then, an another eonclusiori is drawn that

                                   -12-



the difference in the band bending plays a minor role in alcoho! adsorption
                                             '
on rutile in a potential region where the saturated photo-current' appears.
                                         '                                                 '
     In the present study, O.1 M HCI was used as the supporting electrolyte.,

                                                                              'Gerischer et al. reported that such a high concentration of chloride ion

was enough to suppress preferentiai oxidation of Hcoo- on zno.34) However,

when O-1 M HCI04 was used as the supporting electrolyte in place of O.1 M

HCI, the same reactivity of methanol was obtained at rutile. A low adsorb-
                                                             'ability of chloride ion on the rutile surface has already been reported by

                                          'Berube et al. who considered that this phenomenon was due to a small
        '
tendency of surface titanium ions to form complexes with chloride and

          35)                Their result is qualitatively in good agreement with ouroxyanions.

present result that chloride ions in the electrolyte did not supress the

oxidation of the alcohols.

     Rutile and ZnO are quite resemble with eaeh other in their band gap

                                   36)energies and flat-band potentials.. . However, one can find an another
                                                                         '
example of difference in electrochemical prbperties between rutile and ZnO.
                                                                 'Tn the case of the " current doubling" oxidation of methanol on illuminated
           '                                                      -2 .ZnO, such a small concentration of methanol as 2 x 10                                                         M was enough to give

preferential oxidation of alcohols, i.e. (ip + ie)lipo ='2, in 1 M KCI +

                              21)O.OS M KOH aqueous solutions. On the other hand, as was shown in Fig.
                                                                       '
2-2, the concentration of more than 15 M of alcohols were necessary to be

preferentially oxidized on rutile. This difference may be connected to
                                                      '
the differenee in surface conditions between ZnO and rutile'. The fact that

ZnO is anodically dissolved, while rutile is not, would bring about a

completely different surface condition in the anodically polarized

electrodes.

     According to Eqs. 2-1 and 2-2, the oxidation product of alcohols

through the " current dgubling" process would be corresponding aldehydes

                    • -13--



or ketones.15'21) To examine the product, o.1 M Hcl-methanol solution

without water was electrolyzed at 2.0 V using H•-type cell with the same

photo-intensity as in Fig. 2-2. Formaldehyde was found to be prgduced with

70 Z of the Faradaic efficiency, Therefore, the mechanism of this reaction
ts described as}3)

                                       '                    +. +        CH30H + p- CH20H + H . (2-8)
                                           '

        6420H -HcHo + H+ + b-' ' (2..g)
                                                          '                                                                 '                                                              '

     Formaldehyde and forrnate were reported to be oxidized by the "current

doubiing" process on a zno eiectrode.2i) However, simuar piots as in

Fig. 2-2 for formaldehyde and formate on the rutile eleetrode !ed to the

result that their reactivity were lower than that of methanol, and Yhe

value$ of (i +i)/i were less than 1.5. This result supported the
            pe                     po .fact that the major product of the oxidation of methanol on rutile was

formaldehyde, and a part of formaldehyde produced $eems to be oxidized

further.

-14--



CHAPTER 3

AN ELECTROCHEMICAL STUDY ON REACTIONS OF QUINONES IN METHANOL

ON AN ILLUMINATED RUTILE CATALYST

3-1 INTRODUCTION

     Vol'kenstein developed an electron theory of catalysis on

semieonductors37) and compared his theory with experirnentai resuits.38)

Many other studies also suggest that electronic factors play an important

roie in cataiytic reactions.39-4i) Morrison et ai. investigated a photo-

eatalytic reaetton of formate in an aqueous solution on ZnO by applying

                            12)electrochemical measurernents.                                  Later, applicability of electrochemical

techniques for investigating catalytic reactions on semiconductors was

reviewed by Freund et al..8) Recently, electrochemical measurement$ based

on the local cell process were applied to investigate a photocatalytic

reaction on rutile, and it was found that the method was useful to estimate

rate and mechanism of photocatalytic reduction of rnethylene blue dissolved

            42)tn methanol.

     According to the theory by Gerischer of serniconductor electrode

reactions, relative position of the energy levels of the band edges of

semiconductors to that of redox species in the electrolyte solution

determines feasibility of electron exchange between the semiconductor and

the speeies in the eiectroiyte.43-45) Therefore, if the energy ieveis of

the band edges are fixed, rates of electron exchange should be varied
                        '                                                               '

                                   -15-



depending on the redox-potentials of the reaetants. This theory has been
                                                                '                                     24,36,46-48)confirmed by the experimental results.
                                           '
     In this chapter, rates of photocatalytic reactions of quinones in

methanol on an illuminated rutile catalyst and mechanisms of the reaction

                                                                  'were investigated mainly by electrochemical measurements based on the local
                                                             '                                                      '                                     'cell process. The purpose of this study was to investigate how much the

reaction rates are influenced by redox-potentials of various quinones.
    '
     Catalytic reactions on semieonductors have been independently studied

so far by ernploying various kind of techniques, especially by spectroscopic

                                  49)teehniques, for variety of systems.                                        The author expects that in addition

                                                                      'to the teehniques already established electrochemical analysis will be

useful to elucidate reactions systematically from a point of the electronic

3-2 EXPERZMEINTAL

     The rutile eleetrode was prepared by the same manner as described in

chapter 2. Rutile powder as the catalyst, which was used in chemical

experiments, was prepared from the commercial Ti02 powder of anatase by

heating at 12000C in an argon atmosphere for over 4 hr to ehange into a

gray colored rutile. As the powder particles stuck to each other during

heating, they were crushed in an agate mortar to obtain particles which

could pass through a 48 mesh sereen. A Pt electrode (1 x 1 cm) used in

cyclic voltamnetry experiments was prepared by dipping in aqua regia, in 30

Z NaOH solution, and then in conc. HCI. Before measurement, cyclic

potential scans were conducted in O.05 M H2S04 in a potential range

covering hydrogen and oxygen evolution until a reproducible voltammogra:n

was obtained.

                                    -16-



     The solution used in this study was methanol containing lo-3 M quinone

      -1and,IO M LiCI04, and nitrogen gas was bubbled before measurements for 30

min. The quinones used were tetramethyl-p-benzoquinone, p-benzoquinone,

chloranil and 2,3-dichloro-5,6-dicyano-p-benzoquinone. LiCI04 was dried

at 1500C for about 30 hr in vaccum. All chemicals used were of guaranteed

                                                        '

     Illumination intensity was determined and adjusted to 1.2 Wlcm2 with a

laser power meter (Coherent Radiation Co., model 201).

     Polarization measurements were carried out by using a potentiostat, and

the current was recorded by an electronic polyrecorder (Toa Denpa Co., model

EPR 10 A) to make certain of a stationary condition.

     For chernieal analysis of the photocatalytic reaction, the same cell as
                                                                     '
in the electrochemical analysis which was described in chapter 2 was used.

in this case, so cm3 of the methanol containing io-3 M quinone and io"1 M

LiCI04 was poured into the cell together with the rutile powder (O.23 g),
                                                        '
and the solution was agitated with a magnetic $tirrer. During the
illumination, 2 cm3 of the ceu solution was intermittently sampled out for

the chemical analysis, insuch a manner as to prevent extraction of rutile
                                                '
powder from the cell, byusing a special pipette with a glass filter at the

mouth. Forrnic acid and formaldehyde were detected by coioximetry using
mercuric chioride,50) and phenyi hydrazin6,20) respectiveiy. carbon di-

     '
oxide was absorbed in an aqueous O.1 M NaOH solution, and then titrated with

   'O.1 M HCI. Absorba,ncy was measured by a Hitachi 124 spectrophotometer to

determine the concentration of quinone in the $olution.
                                                        '    '
     Other details such as the light source, purification of the gas and

                                                                         'measurements of differential capacitance were given in chapter 2.
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3-3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

(1) Chemical Analysis

     As the experiments were conducted with light of the wave length longer

than 350 nm, effects of excitation of quinone itself to the results were

negligible.

     When the catalytic reaction on the rutile powder was nearly completed

                                                               -3by the illumination for more than 4 hr in methanol containong 10                                                                 M p-
                                         '                                                                       '                   -1                               the light yellow solution turned colorless,benzoquinone and IO                     M LiCIO                            4'
and becarne transparent to the light of 260 nm which should be absorbed by

p-benzoquinone. At this stage, 8 x 10"4 M formaldehyde was detected. '

Though formic acid and carbon dioxide, which are the further oxidized product

of methanol, were detected, their amount were small compared with that of

formaldehyde. According to these results, the foUowing reaction can be

proposed as the main reaction.

        CH30H + O=Q=O -> HCHO + HO-<O--OH (3-1)

                            '
     On the other hand, if the p--benzoquinone solution was illuminated

without the rutile powder, the solution retained the original color even

after the illumination was done for 20 hr.
                                                        '
     Figure 3-1 shows concentration of p-benzoquinone and chloranil as a

                                                                'function of the illumination time. Linear relations were established'
                                                                '                                                               'between the logarithm of the concentration of quinones and the reaction

time. Similar result$ were obtained in the case of 2,3-dichloro-5,6-di-

cyano-p-benzoquinone and tetramethyl-p-•benzoquinone. Hence, the reactions
                                                               '
seem to be the first order wtth respect to quinones. The rate constants

ealeulated from the slope of the lines are shown in Fig. 3-4 against the
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reaction rates determined by the electrochemical rneasurements which are

described in a next section. The reaction rate constants were found to be

decreased in the order, 2,3-dichloro-5,6-dicyano-p-benzoquinone > chloranil

> p-benzoquinone > tetramethyl-p-benzoquinone.

   '

(2) Electrochenical Analysis
                                                                   '     Figure 3-2 shows polarization curves of the rutile electrode in iO-'l M

                                  -3LiCI04-methanol with' and without 10                                     M tetramethyl-p--benzoquinone. rn the
                 '                                                              '
methanol solution without quinone, both anodic and cathodic currents were

small in the dark, whereas anodic current noticeably increased under
                                                                      '                   'illumination. rn the dark, there are few positive holes in the valenee

band of rutile. On the other hand, when the rutile electrode is illuminated

by the light having higher energy than the band gap of rutile (3.05 eV),

positive holes are produced as a result of the excitation of electrons in

the valence band to the conduction band. Consequently, ghe anodie current

                                                            '
                                  '                                                                      '
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observed under illumination shpuld be connected with positive holes. The
                                                                          6)dependence of the anodic current on the light intensity supported this view.
  '                                                          '                                                        '                            '
It can be noticed from the comparison of the cathodic curves in Fig. 3--2 with
                                                                        '
each other that the cathodic current increased greatly by the addition of
                                                                        '
tetramethyl-p-benzoquinone in rnethanol solution. As,for the anodic curves,
                                                                'however, a little change was observed between the solution with and without

quinone. Therefore, the tncrease of the cathodic current by addition of

quinone to methanol should be ascribed to reduction current of quinone, while
         '
the anodic photo-cu.rrent is related to oxidation of methanol. The cathodic

current increased exponentially with increase of cathodic polarization, and

the eathodlc curve obtained in the dark approximately coincided with the one

obtained under illumination in the high cathodic potential region. These

results suggest that electrons as the majority carrier in the conduction

band participate in the eathodic process.2'3),

                                                 gf
                       iOO /
                          ex. /

                       iO Å~

                     se .Å~
                      Ee                     :5,l XXxXx:x/c' /zt"-'

                                     .
                            .J-L                         -1.6 -o.s -o.6 -O.4 --O.2 O O.2
                                   Vlsce
                Fig. 3-2' polarization curves of the rutile electrode in O-1 M

                     LiCI04-CH30H with and without 10-3 M tctramcthyl-p-
                     bc';nzoquinone. O anodic curve without quinone under illu-
                     mination; n anodic curve with quinone under illumlna-
                     tion; o anodic curve without quinone in the dark; " cath-
                     odic curye with quinone in the dark; A cathodic curve
                         • without quinone in the dark.
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                   odic curve without quinone in the dark: M cathodic curve
                   with tetramethyl•p-benzoquinone•in the dark; A cathodic
                   curve with p-benzoquinone in the dark; " cathodic curve
                   with chtoranil in the dark; V cathodic curvc with 2.3-di-
                      chloro-5,6-dicyano-p-benzoquinone in thc dark.

                                                                        '
     Similar results were obtained for polarization curves measured in other

quinone solutions. The cathodic current in the dark in methanoi without

quinone was so small that it negligibly contributed to the eathodic curve

obtained in the presence of quinone.
                                                                  '
     From the above results, the cathodic and the anodic process on

illuminated rutile in methanol containing quinone are characterized by the

cathodic curve obtained in the dark and the anodic curve obtained under

illumination, respectively. They are summarized in Fig. 3-3 for solutions
                                                                  '
of variety of quinones.
                                                              '
     When a photocatalytic reaction is proceeding, the catalyst must maÅ}ntain

                                                        '                                                                         `electrical neutrality. This condition corresponds to the intersection point

of the oxidation curve of methanol and the reduction curve of quinone in Fig•

3'3. The current value at the interseetion point, thus, iudicates-the
                                                                         '                                                             'reaction rate, and the potential at this point shows the potential at which
                                                         '
the reaction is proceeding (the reaction proceeding potential). The
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'reaction proceeding potential obtained as the intersection point coincided

well with open circuit potential of the illuminated rutile electrode in the

respective solution.

              '

 (3) Effects of Illumination on the Cathodic Polarization Curves
                                                                        '
     If the cathodic polarization eurve obtained in the dark is not chhnged

by the illumination, then, we can estimate the rate of the photocatalytic

reaction as the current value at the interseetion point of the anodic and

the cathodic curves in Fig.,3-3. Then, if we can show that the eleetron

coneentration at the rutile surface is almost unehanged by the illumination,

it can be said that the illumination has a negligible influence on the '

eathodic polarization curves. In the following, this problem is discussed.

     The electron concentration at equilibrium in the rutile electrode at
    r
room temperature (n ) was in the order of lo18!cm3 from the knowiedge of

                   o.ND value which is described in alater section. The concentration of excited

electrons by the illumination (n*) is expressed as a function of distance

 (x) from the illuminated surface5i) by; '

                                        .                       '
       dn*(x)ldt = af' exp(-ax) - dildx - n"(x)/T
                                                                (3--2)              i = -D dn*(x)ldx
                            '

                                      '
where a, f', T, and D denote the absorption eoefficient of rutile, numbers

 of incident photons per cm2 per second on the crystal, the life time of the
                     '
                                                                        ' carrier in rutile and the diffusion constant of the carrier in rutile,

 respectively. In a steady state, Eq. 3-2 becomes;

       f'a exp(-ax) +Dd2n"(x)!dx2-n*(x)/T = O (3-3)
                                                        tt
                                                           t.
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since dn*(x)ldt = o.51) By applying the conditions that n*(x) becornes o

when x is infinitely large, and that carriers which diffuse to the surface

can escape from the crystal to flow the current, that is, i = --D(dn*(x)/dx)x,x)

= n*(x•O), Eq. 3-3 gives the following equation;

       n*(x) = af'T[exp(--ax)]/(1 - DTa2) +K exp[-xl(DT)112]
                                                                 '(3-4)          K = af'T3/2 (Da - 1)/[(Da2T - 1)(Dl12 - Tl/2)]

                                                                        '
     a of rutile is judged to be lo3ivlo6/crn in the wavelength between 3so

and 4oo nm.52'53) if values of 1 cm21v,s and 3o are chosen as the electron

mobiiity 53'S4) and the effective mass of an eiectron in rutiie,53'55)

respectiveiy, then, we can obtain 3 x io-2 cm21s for D, and g x lo'i4 s for

T, from wen known equations;56)

        D= ukT/e (3-5), T = vm*!e (3-6')
                                                            '
                                                               '
where p and m* denote the electron mobility and the mass of an eleetron in

rutile, respectively.

     The quantum yield of the 'bhoto--sensitized electrolytic oxidation" of

water is dependent on wave length and ND, and is around O.3 Å} O.2 at an

rutiie anode having ioi8 carriers per cm3 at 2 v vs. s.c.E. in the wave

length between 3so and 4oo nm.57) !f it is assumed that numbers of holes

reached at the eleetrode surface per second are O.1 fraction of that of

incident photons, we ean get a rough measure of f' from a knowledge of

saturated photo-current. We use here the smallest value of the quantum

yield of O.1, because we have to estimate the upper limit of n*. rn the

present study, the saturated anodic current at 2 V vs. S.C.E. in O.1 M

LiCI04-methanol solution was 600 pAlcm2. Accordingly, the. saturated hole

                                                     '                                                                      '
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current is estimated to be 300 uAlcm2, if one takes into consideration of

the " current doubling" effect described in chapter 2. Then, f' was judged

to be less than lo17/cm2.s.

                                                    '
     In order to get information on concentration of photo-generated

electrons at the surface, Eq. 3-4 was simplified with a condition of x-)-O.

                                                      '              '                                                       '                                                                       '        '       n'(x+O) = af'T /(1-DTa2) +K (3-4')

                                '                            '         '
     By substituting the just estimated values into Eq. 3-4', n*(x"O) was

                                                   'determined to be srnauer than lolOlcm3.

     Now it is possible to get information on a relative measure of numbers

of photo-generated electrons at the surface of rutile to those of electrons

at equilibrium in the dark. The electron concentration at the surface of
                                                  46)the electrode (ns) in the dark is given by Eq. 3-7. L

       [n.] = no exp [-e(V-Vfb)/kT] (3-7)
                       '
                                                                   '                                                          '
                are the electrode potential and the flat--band potential ofwhere V and V             fb
rutile, respectively. The similar argument can be applied also to n*(xÅÄO)

when the effect of band bending is taken into consideration for n*(x+O).

Anyway, compared the value of ns with that of n*(xr+O), n*(x+O) is too small

to give a distinct change in numbers of electrons at the rutile surface.

Even if the values adopted in the above calculations are not rigidly correct,

the difference between ns and n*(xÅÄO) is large enough to overcome the errors.

     rt may be valuable to discuss an effect of photovoltage on cathodic
                                                                        '
polarization curves obtained in the dark. A depletion layer is forTned when

a n-type semiconductor electrode such as rutile is contacted with a redox-

                                                          .telectrolyte which has a more noble redox-potential than Vfb. By
    '                                    '
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illumination degree of the band bending is reduced, and this effect causes

so-caned photovoltage.58) According to Gerischer, the electron'
energy

level in the semiconductor is changed by illumination by the magnitude of
                                                                '
the photovoltage, and the change is equal to e(E* F - EF) eV, where Eli and EF

denote Fermi levels of the semiconductor under illumination and in the dark,

respectiveiy.58) if it is taken into eonsideration that the concentration

of electrons at the electrode surface is solely determined by the band

bending, then, it is possible to reproduce the band situation modlfied by

the photovoltage, at the eleetrode in th'e dark by polarizing it by IEi ' EF

from EF• This means that the degree of the band bending of the electrode
                                                                '
is the sarne regardless of whether the electrode is iHuminated or not, so

far as the electrode is held at the same potential.
                              '     It is believed from the just described discussion that the reduction

curve obtained in the dark in Fig. 3-3 represents the behavior of the
                                 'reduction of the quinones on the illuminated rutile catalyst.

  '

(4) Reaction Rates

       tt t     The reaction rates determined as the current values at the intersection

points in Fig. 3-3 were summarized in Fig. 3-4 against the rate eonstants

determined by the chemical analysis. A linear correlation was obtained

between the results determined by two kind oÅí methods. One should notice,
                                                                              '                                                                       '                                                    'however, that the catalyst used in the electrochemical' analysis was different

from that used in the chemical analysis. The forrner was the single crystal

already described, while the latter was the rutile powder having unidentified

carrier concentration ND and various crystal planes exposed to the solution.

Nevertheless, the fact that the linear correlation was observed, suggests

that the carrier concentration as well as the crystal plane played a minor

                                'role in determining the order of the reduction rates of various quinones.
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The result shows that the reaction rates can be estimated

chemical analysis.
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              Fig. 3-4' correlation of reaction rates of quinones dissolved

                   in methanol deterrnined by electrochemicaL analysis with
                   reiiction rate constants determined by chemical analysis.
                   1 ;etramethyl-p-benzoquinone; A p-benzoquinone; "
                    chtoranil; V 2,3-dichloro-5,6-dicyano-p-benzoquinQne.

by the electro-

(5) Reaction Mechanism

     To estimate the redox-potentials of quinones dissolved in O.1 ]Yl LiCI04--
                                   c
methanol, cyclic voltammograms were obtained at the Pt electrode. The
                                                                       'obtained peak potentials for the reduction (Epc) and the oxidation (Epa) Of

quinones are given in Table 3-1. The redox reactÅ}ons of quinones seem to
                                    'proceed irreversibly. The tendency ean be noticed that the quinone having

a stronger electrophilic substituent shows a more noble redox-poteqtial, as

expeeted from the results on Hg in acetonitrile solutions.59) Although '

                 '                                                                     '                        '                                                                   '
               Table 3-1.                          Pcuk potentials for reductions and reoxidations
                         of quinones in O.1 M LiCI04-methanot"

                              Quinone Ept- E,.
                    Tetramethyl-p-benzoquinone -O.58 -O.!O
                    p-Bcnzoquinone -O.2S -O.05
                    Chloranil +O.04 +O.13
                     2.3-Dichloro-5,6-dicyano-p-benzoquinone +O.03 +O.61

                      ' Measured vs sce. Sweep rate: 2oo rnVls.
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redox-potentials of quinones could not be estimated exactly, it brings no

serious problem in the discussion which is stated below.

     Figure 3-5 shows typical Mott-Schottky plots of differential capaeitance

of the rutile electrode in 10"IM Liclo4-methanol containing 10-3 M p--benzo-

quinone in the dark. Linear relations can be observed between the plots of
                          '1/c2 vs. v. similar'results were obtained in the case' of le-1 lrt-LiCI04-'

                                                          '
methanol without the quinone as well as with the other quinones. Although
                                                                              '
the lines in the plots of 1/c2 vs. v seemed to be a little influenced by the

kind of quinones chosen, no definite conelusion could be drawn about this

point on account of poor reproducibility. The poor reproducibility would

                                                         +-be due to the lack of potential controlling ions, i.e. H',or OH , for a

                                  23)                                        The behavior of the lines in Fig. 3-5,rutile electrode in the solution.

which shows strong frequence dependency, is similar to that of a rutile

electrode reported by. Gomes et al. in an aqueous solution, and the physical

significance of the dispersion was already discussed.60'61) The flat-band

potential Vfb can be determined if extrapolation of 1/c2 vs. v to 11c2 = o

gives a constant V irrespective of the frequency chosen in the experiment.

Then, we have -O.50 V as the value of Vfb from the resu!t in Fig. 3-5. The

                     '
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             seems to be reasonable, since the anodic photo-current in Fig.obtained V          fb
                                                     '3-3 commences around this potential.
                                           '                                                          '     The energy levels of the conduction band edge at the surface of the

semiconductor (Ec) was estimated from Eq. 3-8 in the same manner as

         24) 'reported.

                                                  '
        E. n EF-kT ln(NDIN.) , (3-8)
                                              '                                                         '

Carrier concentration ND can be in principle obtained frorn the' slope of the

line of the Mott-Schottky plots. However, it was impossible to determine

the correct carrier concentration in the present case on account of the

frequence dependeney of the slope of the plots. Judging from the result

in Fig• 3-5, however, ND of the elec' trode seemed to be in the order of ldl81

cm3. in the foiiowing discussion, we chose io18 and ioi91cm3 as the vaiue

                                                                 t.
of ND. Although ND could not be estimated precisely, it brings no serious

                  'problem in our discussion, since the same electrode was used for electro-

chemical measurements of various quinone solutions, and errors of one order

of magnitude in ND brings the change of the position of band edge only by

60 mV. If the density of the states at the lower band edge of the
condution band (Nc) is adopted to be 2.s x lo211cm3,53'62) then with -o.so

V Of Vfb (xx "-EF/e), Ec is positioned at a higher energy level by O.67Å}O.03

eV than the zero electron energy level referred to S.C.E.. As the band
                        52)                            the energy level of the valence band edge (Ev)gap of rutile is 3.05 eV,
                                                              '                                          '                                                                'is estirnated to be -2.38Å}O.03 eV.

     The energy levels of quinones are, therefore, located in the forbidden

        'gap of rutile. The rearrangement energy A of p-benzoquinone/hydroquinone

                                        'in water was estimated by Memming et al. to be Xl = O.3Å}O.1 eV, X2 = O.5Å}O.2

                                                   '   16)         These values are rather small compared with those of othereV.
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substances.63) Anyway, if redox-potentials of quinones are located in the

middle of E pc anq Epa in Table 3-1, and if X of quinones in methanol used in

thisexperiments are assumed to be O.3 eV, then, some overlapping of the

bands could be found between Ec of the electrode and the quinones. in the

solution. To obtain strict value of, X is beyond the scope of this study.

Cathodic current in Fig. 3-3 commenced at around Vfb or at more anodic

potentials than Vfb, and this impiys that the reduetion of quinones commenced

under a condition that the bands bend up toward the surface up to O.6 eV at

the largest case (2,3-dichloro-5,6-dicyano-p-benzoquinone). Zt was already

reported that electron transfer from the cpnduction band to a chemical

                                                                  46,64)substance in solution can take place in the similar circumstance..

Therefore, reduction of quinone would be related to the conduction band

electrons.

     Mernming et al. reported that p-benzoquinone was reduced through the

" eurrent doubling" process on Ge, Si and GaP, and that only the c6nduction

band electrons participated in the process when Sn02 having large band gap

t(3.7 ev) was used.16) whether the " current doubling" takes place or not

in the cathodic process on a n-type rutile could not be determined. As far

as experimental results obtained so far are coneerned, it seems that the •

conduction band electron is involved at least in the first step of the '

reduction of quinones.

     Aecording to the theories of the semiconduetor electrodes, Tafel slope

of 59 mV/decade should be observed if effect of polarization is concentrated

in the space eharge iayer of the semiconductor.5'6i) Experimentai

                                                                        '                                                                            '                                                              46)verification of this view was already done on ZnO electrodes. However,

each cathodic polarization curves of various quinone in Fig. 3-3 had the

slope of about 170 rnV/decade. This result seems to suggest that observed

cathodic current was not determined purely by the electron d' ensity at the

                                               '
                                     '                                                                     '
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electrode surface.

     On the other hand, oxidation of methanol proceeds through the " current

doubling" prodess on illuminated rutile as described in chapter 2. This

process was found to be realized also on the Uluminated rutile electrode

in methanol containing quinones used. '
     Therefore, the rnechanism of the phetocatalytic reaction of quinones in

methanol are summarized as follows.

     '                                                               '
   Oxidation: CH30H + p+ --) eH20H + H+ (valence band) (3-9)

                                       '

                .+                CH20HOHCHO + H + e"" (conduction band) (3-IO)

   Reducti•on: O=<i >:RfO + 2H+ + 2e-' -> HOQEOH .

                                             (conduction band) (3-11)
            or,

                O=<ili>R70 + 2H+ + e- --i> HoQRoH + p+

                                 (conduction and valence bands) (3-12)

                                              '
                                  '   Overall: CH30H + O=< IZRi0 9HOQROH + HCHO (3--l3)

                                                             '                       '
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CHAPTER 4

   '
AN ELECTROCHEMICAL STUDY ON PHOTOCATALYTIC OXIDATION

OF ALCOHOLS ON RUTILE

4-1 INTRODUCTION
     '

     Up to the present time, photocatalytic oxidation of alcohols on ZnO and
                                                                  '
Ti02 were studied extensively by employing variety of techniques. In

1950's, Markham et al. investigated a photocatalytic oxidation of alcohols

in the presence of ZnO powder and proposed a radical chain mechanism via

an intermediate compiex of aicohol with oxygen.65-67) A simiiar mechanism

was reported by Fujita in lg61.68) Recently, stone and Biekley investigated
                                    '
a photocatalytic oxidation of gaseous 2-propanol on rutile, in which an

important role of surface hydroxyl groups on oxygen adsorption was .
         10,69)                  The results obtained by thern were in accord with otherrevealed.

reports.68'70) A reaction mechanism proposed by them was thht surface oH

                                 '
groups trap photo-holes, and that oxygen anions formed by the reaction of

photo-electrons with oxygen molecules participate in the oxidation of 2-

propanol rnolecules.10) More recently, the photocatalytic oxidation of

2-propanol was studied in the liquid phase by Cundall et al. using rutile

        . 71)                  They proposed a different mechanisrn from that by Stone etsuspenslons.
al.,10) although the primary steps consuntng photo-generated electron-holes

              71)were the same.

     The main products obtained in the photocatalytic oxidation of 2--propanol
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on zno were acetone andlor propylene depending on experimental conditions.10'

66-72)         The products on Ti02 were similar to those on ZnO exeept that water

was detected instead of hydrogen peroxide in the case of dehydrogenation

reaction of 2-propanoi.ii) As for the bhotocataiytic oxidation of methanoi

on Ti02, few reports were published. Cunningham et al. detected formation

of formaldehyde and methane by using a dynamic mas$ spectrQrneter in a flash

                                73)photolysis of methanol on Ti02•

     In this study, a photocatalytic oxidation of alcohol by oxygen on

rutile is investigated mainly by an electroehernical method based on the

local cell process in the analogous manner to that described in chapter 3.

The purpose of this chapter is to demonstrate applicability of the electro-

chemical analysis. The author expects that electrochemical methods wouid

be one of a powerful tools to investigate cataiytic reactions.

4-2 EXPERI]Y[ENTAL

     The (110) face of two pieces of commercial single crystals of rutile

(6 x 6 x 6 mm) of different carrier concentration ND were used as the

electrodes as well as the catalysts. Their ND estimated from Mott-Schottky
plots were judged to be in an order of lo19 and io181cm3, respectively.
                                                                             '                                                         '
Preparation of the rutile electrode (catalyst) was the same as that described

in chapter 2. [Pwo kind of surface pre-treatment procedures were adopted in

the present study. Before measurement, the electrode (catalyst) was dipped

in conc. nitric acid solution for 1 mi'n, washed with de-ionized water for

more than 30 min, and then dried mildly by hot atr. This is one procedure.

The other procedure was the same except for that rutile was finally dried

thoroughly in a desiccator in vaccurn at room temperature for 3 days. The

rutile crystal dried in the former manner is described in thts study as

                                      '
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"mildly dried rutile", while the latter as " thoroughly dried rutile" for

the convenient purpose.

     The solutions used in this study were methanol and 2-propanol

containing O.1 M LiCI04 as the supporting electrolyte. Methanol and 2#-

propanol used were distilled twice with Mg-:2. Purified tank.nitrogen or

oxygen gas was bubbled into the solution for more than 30 min before

measurernents.
                                                                           '                                                           '
     Rutile was illundnated by a 500 W xenon arc lamp. The illumination
                                               '
intensity was adjusted using a standard rutile electrode so as to give an

anodic photo-current of 2.1 mA at 2 V vs. S.C.E..

     On chemical investigation of the photocatalytic reaction, the same

measurement cell and rutile as in the electrochemical analysis were used.

In this case, 60 cm3 of O.1 M LiCI04-methanol was poured into the cell.

After the rutile catalyst was set in the cell, oxygen gas was bubbled for

30 min, and then rutile was illuminated with the same photo-intensity as in

the electrochemical measurements. During the iuumination, s cm3 of the

cell solution was sampled out intermittently for chemical analysis by

interrupting the illumination. After the sampling, oxygen gas was again

bubbled for 10 min, and the illumination was then started. Hydrogen
                                                                    74)peroxide was detected by colorimetry using pottasium ferricyanide.
                  '
Absorbance was measured by a Baush & Lomb spectronic 20 spectrophotorneter.

     The electrochemical and chemical analysis were conducted at 250C.

Other details such as the structure of the cell, the measurement of a
                    '                                                                     '
differential capacitance and polarization curves, purification of the gas,

                                                                      'and detection of formic acid and forrnaldehyde were described in chapters

2 and 3.
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4-3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

(1) Chemical Analysis

     It was confirmed that the main oxidation product of methanol was

formaldehyde. Formic acide was produced, but the amount of it was

negligibly small. Figure 4-1 shows the amount of formaldehyde formed in

the solution by the photocatalytic reaction on rutUe as a function of the

illumination time. The figure shows that the amount of forrnaldehyde

increased linearly with the reaetion time. A linear increase of the

product with the reaction time is Teasonable, because the reactants were

in great excess compared with the resultants. The similar relation
  '                                                                        'between a product and reaction time was observed by Cundall et al. in the

                        71)oxidatign of 2--propanol.                              Hydrogen peroxide was produced in the liquid

phase, then, the following overall reaction were feasible:

                                                               '        CH30H + 02SHCHO + H202 (4--1)
                                                                '
                                         '

       2 CH30H + 02 - 2 HCHO + 2 H20 (4-2)

                    A15
                    g
                    Lf.)Elo

                    g'

                   'i5

                       OO 10 20 30 40 50
                                    Reaction tirne (hr)
                Fig. 4-1.
                          Quantity of formaldehyde formed on mildly dried
                        rutile catalysts as a function of illumination time
                        in O.1 M LiCI04-CH30H saturated with oxygen.
                      (O) rutile with low ND. (A) rutile with high ND.

                                              '
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The probability of the latter reaction was suggested by Stone et al.10) and

by Filimonov.ii) our rnain intention was not to determine preciseiy the

                '                                       .ratio of the reaction 4-1 to 4-2, but to catch information on electronic

exchange between the catalyst and the reactants. By this reason,

quantitative analysis of H20 as well as H202 was not conducted.

     The reaetion rate was estirnated from the slope of the line in Fig. 4-1

on the assumption that production of 1 mole of formaldehyde needs 2 Faradays.

Thus estimated reaetion rates are summarized in Table 4-1 together with the

results obtained by the electrochemical analysis which is described later.

When the thoroughly dried rutile was used, no definite result could 6e

obtained because of a very low reaetion rate which is suggested by the

                                          'electrochemical analysis. •

(2) Electrochemical Analysis '                                               '                                                                 '
     Figures 4--2 and 4-3 show polarization curves of the mildly dried and

thoroughly dried rutile electrode of high ND, respectively. ' In both cases,

                                                                  '
                                                             '

                         '     Table 4-1. RF.AcTIoN RATEs DErrERMINED BY THE cHEMICAL AND

                        THE ELECTROCHEMICAL ANALYSIS

Rutlle Pre-treatment Alcohol
Rate by chemieal
analysis (pA/em2)

Rate by eleetrochemical'
   anaiysis (uA/cm2)

.

Low N    D
High ND

High ND

High N     D

Hot atr

Hot air

De.siccator

Hot alr

Methanol

Methanol

Methanol

2--Propanol

130

 88

-

l40

 52

  2

  5
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         atmosphere.

       small anodic current was observed in the

         holes in the valence band of rutile.

        in Fig. 4-3, the anodic polarization

illumination without oxygen in the solution,

         in which positive hole participates.

         in the dark were not influenced by

         by comparing the curve (e) with (f).

       dark is inactive for the reduction of

    results obtained by stone et al..75)

                               '
       effectively as the catalyst.

         brought about decrease of the anodic

       to participation of oxygen reduction.
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reduction on illuninated rutile is, then, estimated by subtracting the

current value of the curve (b) from that of the (a), and the curve (d) from

the (c) at respective potentials. Thus obtained cathodic polarization

curves of oxygen are presented in Fig. 4-4 for the case of Fig. 4-2 and in

Fig. 4-5 for Fig. 4-3 together with anodic curves of methanol oxidation.

Polarization curves obtained with mildly dried rutile electrode of low ND

show a similar tendency to those in Fig. 4--2.
                                                        '
     By comparing polarization eurves in Fig. 4-2 with respective curves
   '
in Fig. 4-3, it is notieed that eurrent decrease on introduction of oxygen

was very small in the case of the thoroughly dried rutile. This effect was

clearly shown in the difference in the cathodic polarization curves between

Figs 4-4 and 4-5. The behavior of the cathodic curves in both Figs. 4--4

and 4-5 are quite unique in the point that the cathodic current showed its

rnaximum in the potential region where the anodic oxidation of methanql

   rv-
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    S'Liof

    .)-

    g

    lc lo

    8,

      1

        •-Oi6 -•05 -O•4 -O•3 -O•2
            Potentiat (V vs.SCE)
Fig. 4-4.
      (O) Oxidation and (A> reduction curves
   of rutile obtained from Fig.4.-2
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(A) reduction curves
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Iroceeded with a potential dependency in a norrnal fashion. No report has

been published on the potential dependency of oxygen adsorption at rutUe.

However, it is quite normal for a neutral molecule to show a potentiai

dependency of adsorption.76) Tn Fig. 4-4 and 4-s, the author thinks that

oxygen shows its maximum adsorption at the potential where the maximum

current is observed.
                                                               '
    'Figure 4-6 shows polarization curves of the mildly dried rutile

electrode with high ND measured in O.1 M LiCI04--2-propanol. The curves

showed similar tendency to those obtained in methanol shown in Fig. 4-2.

Then, the same argument as that applied to methanol seems to be valid to

2-propanol. The cathodic current in the dark seemed to increase a little

upon introduction of oxygen into the solution as is observed by comparing

        '
                                           1o2        lo2

                           a

                             b
                                            10

      v                                          M
                                                  '      liil 'ut-cl      SNxe ' S      g Å~-. ,t
      8'io'i ,'Å~xeg.Å~. kt<x. 8io-i

             ' Xe Å~-
                                                     -O-5            -06 polOe'n5tia'i-?V4vs.gOc2) 'O'2 . -06potentiat -(OV4vs.s-cOlt3) TO'2

   Fig. 4-6. Fig. 4-7. '        Polarization curves of the mildly dried ' (O) Oxidation 5nd (A) reduction curves

     rutile electrode with high ND in O.1 M Liclo4- Of rUtUe abtdined frorn Fig. 4..6
     2-propanol. Notations are the same as in•Fig.

     4.2
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the curves (e) with (f), and this result was different from the case of

                                                                    'methanol. This means that oxygen adsorbed without illumination. However,

the oxygen adsorption in the dark is believed to have no serious role in the

overall catalytic process, because the extent of the adsorption in the dark

                          '                                                                           'was very low compared with that under illumination, as is observed by

comparing the curve (e) with (f). Figure 4-7 shows the anodic polarization

curve of 2-propanol and the cathodic eurve of oxygen obtained from Fig. 4-6

in the same manner as in the case of rnethanol. - By comparing the anodic

polarization curve in Fig. 4-7 with that in Fig. 4-4, it ean be noticed that

the oxidation current of 2-propanol was smaller than that of rnethanol at
                                                    '
respective potentials. This is possibly brought about by the difference in

the amount of adsorbed alcohol, as discussed in chapter 2.

                                     '

(3) Effect of Surfaee Pre-treatment

     The followings are noticed by comparing individual polarization curves

in Fig. 4--4 with that in Fig. 4-5; (i) reduction current of oxygen was

large and oxidation current of methanol was small at the mildly dried
                        '
electrode, and (ii) the anodic oxidation of methanol eommenced at a

relatively less noble potential at thoroughly dried electrode than at mildly

dried electrode. These phenomena must be connected to surface condition of

the electrode.
                                                                '
     Tt is believed that the rutile surface is usually, covered with OH as

                                                           29)well as water molecules,asaiready described in chapter 2.                                                                 However,

when rutile was degassed at 300-3500C, surface water molecules are removed,

                                                   28)leaving the rutile surface partially hydroxylated.                                                         On the other hand,

it was reported that surface OH was removed irreversibly when Ti02 was heat

treated above 450eC, and that the surface was not rehydrated even after it

was contacted with an aqueous solution for lso days.31) The rutÅ}le single
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crystal used in the present study was prepared at a very high temperature

                                                                   'above the 'melting point of Ti02. Then, the amount of irreversibly adsorbed

surface OH seems to be rather low. Anyway, irreversibly adsorbed OH is

believed not to be rernoved from the surface by prolonged drying at room

temperature. The reversibly adsorbed OH must have brought about the above

mentioned difference in the polarization behavior. The effects of the pre-

treatment on the polarization curves were reproducible. For example, the

polarization curves in Fig. 4-3 changed into those in Fig. 4-2 after rutile

dried in the desiccator was held in an aqueous $olution for about l week,

and the rever$e change was true if the electrode was held Å}n the desiccator

for 3 days. It follows from this discussion that the " thoroughly dried

electrode" had a less amount of OH on the surface which was readily

removable during drying.

     It was aiready reported that the higher the degree of surface OH

coverage was, the more oxygen adsorbed.75'77) present resuits on the

cathodic polarization curve of oxygen was, therefore, in accord with these

reports. The current value of the oxidation of methanol was higher at the
                                               '
thoroughly dried rutile eleetrode than at the miidly dried one, as already

                                                    10)speculated in chapter 2 as well as by Stone et al..
                                                                   '
     The potential at which the oxidation of methanol commenced was more

cathodic at the thoroughly dried electrode than at mildly dried one. To

search the origin of this behavior, Mott-Schottky plots of differential

capacitance of the electrode with high ND were made at 1 kHz in the dark.

The results are shown in Fig. 4-8 for both cases of the thoroughly dried and

mildly dried. The flat-band potential Vfb was found to shift to a less

noble potential when the degree of surface OH coverage was decreased. The

result in this figure, however, mereiy shows that Vfb shifted cathodically

by the prornotion of drying, since the plots of 11c2 vs. v at a fixed
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                 Fig' 4-8' Mott.schottky piots of the rutile eiectrode in

                        O.1 M LiCI04-CH30H saturated with 02 at 1 kHz in the
                        dark. This figure was obtained after rutile was
                        pre-treated by different methods: (o) dried
                        thoroughly in desiccator; (n) dried mildly by

                        hot air.

frequency of 1 kHz do not give any decisive conclusion on an absolute value

                     60,6i)of Vfb aS well as ND. Nevertheless, it is noticed that the oxidation,
                                                       '
of methanol commenced at around Vfb at both electrodes. It is quite

reasonable for an oxidation reaction consuming positive holes to proceed at

                                                                       'potentials anodic to Vfb. The flat-band p6tential of rutile was reported

to shift regularly depending on pH of aqueous solutions.23) This behavior

                                                                            '
is usually observed at oxide electrodes, and is believed to be due to

                                         30)                                             as described in chapter 2.dissociation of surface hydroxyl groups,

                                                   30) •The flat-band potential is represented by Eq. 4--3

                            RT aTiOd 2.3
         Vfb = const• + 2F ln Ei;tl;-+ - F RT(pH) (4-3)

                'Removal of water from surface will lead no change in the ratio of aTio-laTi+,

bringing no shift of Vfb so long as the solution pH is held constant, since

the electrode must lose the same amount of H+ and OH- in desorption of water.

Howeve'r, in the present study, a shift of Vfb was observed. If dissociation

of surface OH takes place in a different extent at the electrodes having

different surface coverage of OH, then, the shift should appe4r. However,
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we have no definite inforrnation on this point. Although the interpretation

of the shift in Vfb is ambiguous at present, it is evident that the phenomenon

                                                          'is connected to the adsorbed amount of methanol and OH.
                                                             '                                                            '                                                                         '

(4) Reaction Rates
                                                                        '
     The rate of the photocatalytic reaction should be given by the eurrent

value at the intersection point of the oxidation curve of methanol and the

reduction curve of oxygen in Figs. 4-4 and 4-5, as the sarne manner as

discussed in chapter 3. However, in the present study, the oxidation and

thg reduction curves in Fig. 4-4 seemed to Å}ntersect with each other'in a

considerably wide range. Then, an another method is necessary to find out

the intersection point. The eatalyst must have a fixed potentia! when the
                                                                            'photocatalytic reaction is proceeding under a steady state condition. This

potential was obtained by measuring the open-circuit potential of ghe

illuminated rutile catalyst in the methanol solution containing oxygen, and

is shown on the potential axis of Fig. 4-4 with an arrow. In the case of

Fig. 4-5, the measured potential of the catalyst was in good accordance with

the intersection point. The rate of the photocatalytic reaction was, then,

estimated as the current value at this potential..
                        '
     The reaction rates are summarized in Table 4-1 together.with the result
  '

obtained for the other rutile electrode with low N                                                        Table 4-1 also                                                   D'

contains the reaction rates obtained by the chemical analysis which was

described in an above section. The reaction rates obtained by the chemical

analysis roughly coincided with those by the electrochemical analysis. By
                                                         tt
this, validity of the electrochemical analysis could be demonstrated. A

high reaction rate was obtained when the rutile catalyst had a large amount

            'of adsorbed OH on it. This result qualitatiVely accords with other reports

on the oxidation of 2-propanoi.iO'68'70) The reaction rate for the

                                                                   '                           '
                 '                                    '
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oxidation of 2-propanol is shown in Table 4-1. A low reaction rate of 2-

propanol compared with that of rnethanol is possibly brought by the small

amount of adsorbed 2-propanol, as stated in chapter 2..

                                                      '

(5) The Reaction Mechanisrn

     If methanol as well as 2-propanol molecules are oxidized through by a

chernical process, not by an electrochemical process, then no appreciable '

oxidation current of the alcohols would be appear at the potentlal where

the reaction is proceeding. Therefore, any process in which alcohol

molecules reacts chemically with some chemical species to give the reaction

products needs to be modified. '

     Recently, Stone and his co-workers proposed a mechanism of oxygen

reduction69'75) and of oxidation of 2-propanoi by oxygeniO'69) on iiiuminated

               '
rutile catalysts. They observed that oxygen adsorption took place when

rutile was illuminated with the light having higher energy than its band gap

and that the amount of adsorbed oxygen was large for rutile with high

surface coverage of OH. Their results are qualitatively in aecord with our

gESS.enntt:2S;:l.le sCrCCf:[deil:g)tO theM' positive hoie is trapped firstiy by

  s
                                                         '                                                                       '                                                                         '                                                             '
                                                '                                       '                                                                 '        OHg + p+ ---+> OHts (trapping) (4-4) '
                                                                   '
                                                '

On the other hand, the, conduction band eiectron reacts with oxygen to form

 - 10)o 2'

                                      '                                 '                                          '
        02 + e- -'--l)' 05 ad (chemisorption) (4-s)

                                                          '
These two processes were supported later by cundall et al.71) and fit wen
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in the experimental results obtained in this study.

                                                                  '     As mentioned in an above section, an important point given by the

present electrochemical analysis is that both the oxidation of 2-propanol

and methanol proceeds through exchange of electronic carriers. The present

study also confirmed that oxidation reaction was little influenced by the

amount of adsorbed oxygen. These results suggest a mechanism that the

foundamental steps of the alcohol oxidation and the oxygen reduction do not

interfere with each other. Therefore, the mechanism for the oxidation of

rnethanol is the " current doubling" process, which is the same as described

in chapters 2 and 3. Inhibition of the " current doubling" process by

oxygen was reported for the oxidation of formate dissolved in an aqueous

solution on zno.12) zf 6H2oH, which is produced by the oxidation of

rnethanol by positive hole, combines preferentially with oxygen by a chemical
                       '
reaction, the anodic photo-current of methanol should be decreased down to
                                                                      '
half the value when the atmosphere is switched from nitrogen to oxygen.

However, at the potential shown with the arrow in Fig. 4-4, the decrease

in the current upon introduction of oxygen into the solution was large
        '
compared with half the value of the current measured in nitrogen atmosphere.

This result implys that the reduction of oxygen proceeds independenly on the

oxidation process. Hence, the oxidation step do not change by introduction

of oxygen.
                                          tt
     If the view that the alcohol oxidation and oxygen reduction proceed

without any interference with each other is realized, then, the reduetion of

                                                                'oxygen may proceed in the followings;
                                                             '                                                                 '
                      '

                + H+ - HO•        o-                                                         (4-6)         2 ad                                 2 ad

        HO> ad + e--H05 .d (4-7)
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          -+        H02 .d +H9H202 (4-8)

These sequence of the reactions have been accepted widely in the electro-

                                                                         78)chemical field as the reaction mechanism of oxygen to hydrogen peroxide.

In the case of water production, a part of hydrogen peroxide produced would

decompose into water.

                                     '        H202 + 2H+ + 2e- --ÅÄ>2H20 •(4-9)

                                                                  75)In addition, the following reaction proposed by Stone and Bickley                                                                      may

proceed instead of Eq. 4-7.

        HQ> ad + OHg -H20 + 05 .d (4'-10)

     However, the author does not intend here to ciaim that the reduction

mechanism is represented in the above equations. The important thing is
                                  'to esrablish a mechanism in whieh the alcohol and oxygen molecules are

                                                          'oxidized and reduced, respectively, through the individual electronic

exchange under a condition that the catalyst maintains eiectrical neutrality.
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     CHAPTER 5

     THE DEVELOPMENT OF PHOTO--ELECTROCHEM!CAL CELLS FROM

     SYSTEMS WITH PHOTOCATALYTIC REACT!ONS

                            '

5•-1 INTRODUCTION

                                          '
     ln ehapters 3 and 4, photocataiytic reactions on rutile were

investigated mainly by electrochemical method based on the local cell
                                                                         '
process. In the systems of methanol-quinones and alcohol-oxygen which

were described in chapters 3 and 4, respectively, as well as in the system

reported before,42) alcohol was oxidized through the " current doubling"

process to corresponding aldehyde or ketone with the same rate that either

one of quinone, oxygen or methyiene biue42) was reduced by the condution '

                                                                            '                 'band electrons in rutile. ' The anode proeess was disttnctly influenced by

the illumination on rutile, while the cathode process was not. In the
   'former process, " photo-sensitized electrolytic oxidation" 6) was observed,

that is, the oxidation proceeds at a less noble potential than that expected

by thermodynamics, while the latter process was obeyed tn accordance wtth

usual thermodynamics, as shematically shown in Fig. 5-1. Therefore, the

behavior of the cathode process of the loeal cell of the photocatalytic

reaction is thought to be eventually the same as that on a metal surface.

Then, if such a local cell is realized on illuminated rutile, one can in

principle separate the local cell into individual reactions in such a way

that the " photo-sensitized oxidation" process proceeds at an illuminated
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                                                             '
           Fig. 5-1. schematic dfiagram of photocatalytic reaction and photo-

                electrochemical cell reaction.
                    Path of electrons; catalytic reaction
                                  ---- cell reaction
                                 '
                                  '                                                                    'rutile anode of the " photo-electrochemical cell" 7 .) and that conventional

reduction process at a metal cathode.

     In this chapter, some photocatalytic reactions on rutile are developed

                                 'into photo-electrochemical cells. The quantum yield and the energy

efficiency of the cells are obtained.

5-2 EXPERI),fiINTAL

     A rutile eleetrode and a Pt electrode wereprepared by the same manner

as described in chapters 2 and 3, respectively. The (111) face of a p-

type GaP' wafer was used as a p-type semiconductor electrode and the back

face of the crystal was coated with an In-Zn alloy at about 5000C to obtain

an ohmic contaet. Before measurements, the rutile and the GaP electrode

were dipped in conc. nitric acid'  and conc. hydrochloric acid for Z min,

respectively. Then, they were washed by de-ionized water for about 30 min

and dried by hot air.

     The solutions used in this study were methanol, water and 2--propanol.

LiCI04 or gaseous hydrogen chloride was dissolved in these solutions as the

supporting eleetrolyte. Nitrogen or oxygen gas was bubbled into the
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solution before measurements for about 30 min.

     The semiconductor electrodes were illuminated by a 500 W ultra-high

pressure mercury arc lamp and the light of wave length shorter than 350 nm

was cut off by setting a convex glass lens in front of a quartz window of the

measurement cell. When methylene blue was d' issolved in the solution, a

CuS04 solution filter was set in front of the cel! window to prevent the

                                                                  '                 79) 'photo-excitation.
                                                      '
     Hydrogen gas produced by the cell reaction was deteeted by gas chromato--

                                                       '                                                                   '                                                            '     Other details have been given before. ,
                                                  '

5-3 RESULTS AND DrSCUSSION

(1) Development of Photocatalytie Reactions on Rutile into Photo-cell

                                                                    -1     Figure 5-2 shows polarization curves of a rutile electrode in 10 M

HCI-methanol containing 10"'4 M methYlene blua. The measured cathodic

                                                e.-.e-e
                                               '                                            !teb
                                          2i '
                          /Q,,o2 'X. /Y//

                           to                                             c                                     ,                                     lt c'                                     ll                                      t                                     'i
                                     fii
                            1 ll
                                    1                              -O.6 -O.4 -02 .0 O,2
                                     Vtsce
                   Fig. 5'in2. polarization curves of a rutile electrode in O.1 NT

                        HCI-CH30H containing 10-`M methylene bluer (a)
                        measured cathodic curve under illumination; (b) measured
                        anodic curve under illumination; (c) measured cathodic
                        curve in the dark; (Åë') real cathodic curve and (d) real
                                    anodic curve.
                                             '
                                   '
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polarization curve (a) and anodic curve (b) were obtained under iUumination.

The cathodic curve (c) was obtained in the'dark. [Ehe cathodie current

increased exponentially with increasing polarization in the potential less

noble than -O.35 V. Hence these cathodic curves are presumably connected
                                      2,3)with electrons in the conduction band. The anodic curve (b) was

connected with positive holes in the valence band of rutile. The real

anodic curve (d), oxidatton of methanol, was obtained as the sum of the

current in the curve (b) and absolute value of the current in the curve (c),

and subtraction of the curve (a) from the (c). The real cathodic curve

(c'), reduction of methylene blue, was obtained from the curve (c) by

subtraction of a residual current of unknown nature which was obtained in

O.1 M HCI-methanol. The actual rate of the photocatalytic reaction

corresponds to the current which is obtained as the intersectlon point of

the curves (d) and (c').42) it was already clarified that the actual rate
                                                                     -                      '                                                          '
of the photocatalytic reduction of methylene blue could be determined by

                               42)this electrochenical analysis.                                    Although the shapes of various

polarization curves seem to be different from those reported previously, it

is mainly due to different illumination intensity and different concentration

of methylene blue.42) in anyway, this figure indicates that oxidation of

methanol to formaldehyde and reduction of methylene blue to leuco-rnethylene

                                                                     '                                                          -blue proceed simultaneously on the illuminated rutile electrode, as reported

       42)before .

     If two rutile electrodes were immersed in the same solution and one
                                             '                                                    'rutile is illuminated and the other is not, a photo--electrochemical cell is

formed and the performance will be characterized by the curves (b) and (c)

in Fig. 5-2. The photo-electrochemical cell almost the predicted

performance was obtained.

     If the rutile electrode tn the d'ark is replaced by an insoluble metal
                                                                          '
                                                                        '                                                              '
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electrode, a curve similar to (c) will be obtained. Henee, it will be
                                                                         '
possible to construct a photo--electrochemical ce!1 using illuminated rutUe
                                                                         '
as the anode and a metal electrode as the eathode. Figure 5-3 gives

polarization curves of the Uluminated rutile and a Pt electrode in the same

solution as in Fig. 5--2. The measured cathodic polarization curve (c) of

the Pt electrode in Fig. 5-3 is analogous in shape to the curve (c) of the

rutile electrode in Fig. 5-2. However, when the Pt cathode is highly poiar-

ized within the potential region of the cell operation, hydrogen evolution

seems to occure, superposed on a diffusion limiting reduction of methylene

blue. Then, the Pt cathode was replaced by a Hg-pool electrode to prevent

the cathodic hydrogen evolution. Figure 5-4 shows the polarization curves

of the rutile and the Hg-pool eleetrode. The curve (c') shows the true

reduction current of methylene blue. A photo-electrochemical cell was
                                         'obtained, when the cell was operated under short-circuit condit'ion and

Faraday's low was well established with respect to methylene blue. Thus,

the same reaction as the iocai cen process on rutiie eataiyst42) couid be

developed into a photo-electrochemical cell.
                                    '
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     PoSariza{ion curves of the illuminated rutile, a Pt
 and an illuminated GaP electrode in O.1 N HCI-CH30H
 containing 10-`M methylene blue: (a) cathodic curve at
 rutile; (b) anodic curve at rutile; (c) cathodic curve at Pt;

          (d) cathodic curve at GaP.
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    a Hg-pool electrode in O.1N HCI-CH30H containing
    10-`M methylene blue: (a) cathodic curve at rutile; (b)
    anodic curve at rutile; (c) cathodic curve at Hg and (c')
             real cathodic curve at Hg,
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   rutile anode: CH30H + p+ -->HCHO + 2H+ + e- (5-1)

                                                          '
                                           '      '
                                            2+                  ++   Hg cathode: M + 3H + 2e"" '----> MH3 (5-2)
                                                                    tt
               '                                                                     'where M represents the uncharged center of the methylene blue molecule.

     When the Hg-pool electrode was replaced by an illuminated p-GaP

semiconductor electrode, the cell performance was improved as expected from

                                                   7,9)                                                        which is also shownthe case of the electroehemical photolysis of water,

in Fig. 5-3 as the curve (d). However, in this case, the hydrogen evolution

reaction seemed to occure in preference to the reduction of methylene blue.

                                                                   '

(2) Some Photo-cells Constructed

     The curves (c) in Figs 5-3 and 5--4 show that hydrogen evolution

preferentially occurred when the cathode is highly polarized except.for a

Hg cathode. A photo-electrochenicai cell which has a Pt cathode can then

produce hydrogen instead of reducing methylene blue. The measured polar-

ization curve of the Pt electrode in O.1 M HCI-methanol is shown in Fig. 5-5

                                                                '
                          1o4

                                                  n.e'e                                                .•--                                              .e--e
                                          e-e!
                          lo3 ' -le!
                                       /b                        ty e                        // •Å~ •/

                        )-io2 "X., /. ,. d,

                                   T, k
                          10 -.o,6 -o,4 -o.2 o o•2 O-4
                                      Vl sce
                  Fig. 5`-5. poiarization curves of the illuminated rutile, the

                       Pt and the illuminated GaP electrodÅë in O.IN
                         HCI-CH30H. Notations are the same as in Fig. s - 3

                                                      '
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toge'ther with the polarization curves of the illuminated rutile eiectrode.

When the Pt electrode was again replaced with the iUuminated GaP electrode,

the cell performance was improved as expected, which is shown in Fig. 5-5

as the curve (d). The difference in performance of the GaP electrode

between Figs. 5--3 and 5--5 was due to a difference in the illumination

intensity. In practice, a photo-electro' chemical cell was constructed of

the Pt and the illuminated rutile electrode in O.1 M HCI-methanol. And

after a cell operation under a short-circuit condition for more than 20 hr,

hydrogen gas and formaldehyde were deteeted as the products of the cell

reaction.

     In chapter 4, it was clarified that a photocatalytic oxidation of

                                                     'alcohol by oxygen on rutile proceeds by the local cell process. Therefore,
                                                             '
a photo-electrochemical cell would be constructed in O.l M "CI04--methanol

saturated with oxygen as the same manner as just described. Fig. 5-6 shows
                                                                     '
polarization curves of the eell:

    illuminated rutile O,1 M LiCI04. CH30H, 02 Pt or illuminated GaP

                                               .e.-ve                                             e"                                            .v                                          e-- b                           1o3                                         /                                         e                                        /                                       •                                      /

                         rv d-                         ,                          5
                         <aio2
                                         c
                         --

                                   e                           io 'Na'N. iii

                                 X.i x,x

                              -O•6 -O•4 -Oi2 O O.2
                                      V1 sce                 Fig. 5-6.                           Polarization curves of the illuminated rutile, the
                      g'Ha,5dHth,e,,id\".Il],t"aXg•ehf.].oai.,eN.ii.C-:,'/pse.,`n.,2'iti:,1,ttC.',O•kg
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     Two kinds of cells, which contain oigygen or proton as the cathode active

material, were also constructed using 2-propanol as the same manner as that

using rnethanol. The characteristics of the cells were analogous to those

using methanol, although their performance were poorer. These results were

in accord with those for the photocatalytic reaction of 2-propanol

containing oxygen on illuminated rutile, as described in chapter 4, that is,

the reaction behavior was similar to that .of methanol-oxygen system but the

reaction rate was lower. Acetone was detected as the product for the cell

reaction, which is the same one as in the case of the photocatalytic

    +

(3) The Quantum yield and the Energy Efficiency

     Typical quantum yield and energy efficiency of the three cells were
                                                                            '
                                                                    .shown in Table 5-1. The values were obtained at the maximum output. power

of the cell. The quantum yield of rutil'e Åë which is illuminated by 400 nm

monoclomatic light is defined as O == i phlnph, where iph is the number of

electrons flowed as a photo--current per cm2 per hr, and nph is the number of

photons incident upon the unit electrode surface area in unit time, which

was determined in the same manner as reported80)(s.l x lo17 photonslcm2.h)..

The energy efficieney is defined as nl and n2. nl, which relates to the

output power of the cell, is determined as nl " 'WceulWph, Where Wcell iS

                                      is the energy incident upon the unitthe output power of the cell and W                                  ph
electrode surface per second (1.2 Wlcm2). n2, which relates to the stored

                    Table 5-1., Quantum yield and energy eMciency

Electrode Electrolyte Product

Quantum
 yield'

 Åë
Energy etnciencyt

nl nl
Condilion
Potcntial
of rutile

 (sce)

Rutile-Pt
Ruti:e-Pt

Rutile-Pt

O,1 N HCI• CHiOH
O,1 M LiCIO.-CH30H
saturated with 02
O.1 N HC]-{CH.i)2CHOH

HCHO, H2
HCHO, H,02

CH3COCH3, H2

4,O x lo-3
7.7 x lo-3

3,7 x loL3

2.8 Å~ lo-6

1,O x lo-s

8.3 Å~ lo-T

 1.6 x lo-S
-3.6 Å~ lo-S

 ].4 x lo"o

-O.33
-O,37

-O.25

' 4oo nm monoclomatic light, intensity: 8,1 Å~ 10t7 photonslcm2 per h.
t Intensity of light; l.2 Wlcm2.
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enthalpy of chemical substances, is expressed as n2 = (Wf - I{Ti)!Wph, where

wf is the sum of the enthalpy of the reacton products in the cell and Wi is

the sum of the enthalpy of the reactants for the same cell. These values

were calculated based on the observed quantity of electricity at the maximum

output power of the cell. '
     To compare the quantum yield for the cell of methanol photolysis with

that for the cell of water photolysis, the quantum yields in O.1 M HCI-

methanol and in O.1 M HCI-water, were plotted as a function of the potential

of the rutile electrode (Fig. 5-7). Similar tendency as reported by Ohnishi
                                                                       '                     81)et al. were obtained. . The quantum yield for the cell of methanol was

larger than that for the cell of water, as shown in Fig. 5-7. The flat-

band potentials and the donner densities of the rutile electrode measured

in both solutions gave the same values. Therefore, this tendeney was

probably brought due to the " current doubling" effect for the methanol

                    'oxidation.
                                                    '                .T     The obtained values of the quantum yield and the energy efficiency

                           'for these cells were rather low. However, recent publications showed that
the quantum yield on rutile electrodes57'81) and on a cds electrode58)

varies distinctly depending on various factors, such as band bending, carrier

                        OA e
                        03 e/e
                       E/
                        02 e                     ,E l                       S)C o.i .../'-/

                           :c/r .
                         o                              O 1•O ZO
                                     Vtsce
                  Fig. 5'7. Quantum yield vs potential for a rutile electrode, '

                       Solution; e O.1 N HCI-CH30H, e O.1 N HCI-H,O. The
                       illuminated light intensity; 1.9 Å~ 10'' photonslcm'2 per h.
                               4oo nm monoclomatic light.

                                                       '
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density of an electrode, wave length

reflection of light at an eleetrode

electrolyte. Therefore, the values

some indications of the approximate

the systems.

 and intensity of

surface and light

 in Table 5-1 and

quantum yield and

illuminating light,

absorption in the

Fig. 5-7 gÅ}ve only

energy efficiency of
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CHAPTER 6

CORRELATION BETWEEN

AND PHOTOCATALYTIC

 PHOTO-ELECTROCHEtVIICAL CELL REACTIONS

                    'REACTIONS ON RUTILE

6--1 INTRODUCTION

     When a photocatalytic reaction based on the local cell on rutile is

established, a photo-electrochernieal cell can be constructed, as demonstrated

in chapter 5.

     If one chooses an oxidizing agent whose redox-potential is more noble

than the potential at which the oxidatiotr of water commences on an

illuminated rutile electrode, then, he can easily construct a photo-

electrochemical cell by using a rutile anode and a Pt cathode. The
                                                                        '                                   '
performance of the cell will be different depending on redox-potentials of

the oxidizing agents chosen so long as the anodic process is not heavily
                                                                           '
disturbed by the existence of the oxidizing agent, which may bring a partial

cathodic current.

     If the Pt cathode is taken out from the cell, and the rutile electrode

is illuminated at the open-circuit condition, then, a local celi must be

established on the illuminated rutile surface with the same reaetion as that
                                                         '
of the photo-electrochemical cell. The reaction in this case may be termed

as an photocatalytic reaction, as in the cases of reduction of quinones and

oxygen on illuminated rutile in methanol solutions described in chapters 3

and 4, respectively. It is quite natural to expect, however, that reaction
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behaviors will be different between in the photo-electrochemical cell and

                                                                'photocatalytic process. '                                                                  '
     The purpose of this chapter is to present the difference in the

behaviors between the two kind of reactions by using several kind of
                                                                 '                          '
oxidizing agents.

               '

6-2 EXPERIMENTAL

                                                  '
     A rutile electrode, a Pt electrode and rutile powder catalyst were

prepared by the same manner as described in chapters 2 and 3.
                                                                '
     A solution used in this study was O.5 M H2S04 containing an oxidizing

agent. Oxidizing agents chosen were Kb{n04, K2Cr207 and Fe2(S04)3• Water

                                                                        'used as the solvent was distilled twice and the H2S04 solution was pre-

electrolyzed for 48 hr. ' All chemicals used were of guaranteed reagent

grade. Nitrogen gas was bubbled into the solution during all the electro-

chemical and chernical experiments. In the case of the experiment using

KMn04 solution, a CoS04 solution filter was set in front of the cell window

to prevent the photo-exeitation of MnoZ.79) The concentration of chemicai

species in the solution was determined by means of absorptiometry.
                                                                    '
     Other details such as a light sourse, construction of an electrolytic

cell and method of polarization rneasurernents were descrÅ}bed in chapters 2 '

                                                                    '

                                                     '

                     '
6-3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSrON

(1) Photo--electrochemical Cells

     Figure 6-1 shows polarization curves of photo-electrocheinical cells of
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               rutile l O.5 M H2S04 i Ox, O•5 M H2S04 Pt

                                                '

where Ox denotes an oxidizing agent. This figure suggests that if the cell

                                                        '

                  rutile Ox, O.5M H2S04 l Pt

works ideally, the cell reaction is eomposed of the oxidation of water and
                              '         'the reduction of the oxidizing agent, respectively. The term " ideally"

                                                          'means that the partial cathodic reduction of Ox and the oxidation of the

product formed at the Pt cathode are negligible at the rutile electrode.

Establishment of this ideal condition was confirmed at least in the case of

the reduction of MnOZ to Mn02 and of cr2o72- to Cr3+, by analyzing the

conoentration of the oxidizing agent in the cell as a function of the

quantity of electricity drawn in, a short-circuit condition.

                         Io3'

                         lo2

                       :l}
                       3 io
                       ---

                         1

                        io-i
                                O O,4 O,8 l,2
                                    E (V vs, SCE,)
                      Fig. 6'1. polarization curves of the

                          illuminated rutile and the Pt
                          electrodes in O.5 M H2S04 with and
                                   -4                                     M oxidizing agent.                          without 5xlO
                          (.o) Anodic curve at rutile without '
                          oxidizing agent, and cathodic curves
                          at pt w.ith (A) KMn04, (o) K2Cr207•
                          and (v) Fe2(S04)3•
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(2) Photocatalytic Reactions .

  Chemical analysis: When a rutile powder catalyst was suspended in O.5 M
                                        'H2S04 solution (50 cm3) containing an oxidizing agent, the concentration of

the oxidizing agent was decreased by the. illumination. The result is shown

in Fig. 6--2.

     The solutlons retained their origtnal absorbanee if they are illuminated

without the rutile catalyst for 20 hr. By the reaction, the solution

containing KMn04 produced a brown precipitate and the purple solution turned

light yellow. The other solutions became transparent and no deposit was

detected on the catalyst. Accordingly, the cathodic process of the photo-
catalytic reactions are reduction pf MnoZ, cr2o;' and Fe3+ to lbelno2, cr3+

and Fe2+, respectively. on the other hand, the anodic process is oxidation

                                                               '         6)              These results suggest that illuminated rutile workedof water.

effectively as the catalyst, bringing the same reaction as in the photo-

electrochemical cell.
                                    '                                             '                                                   '                                                    '     The reaction in Fig. 6-2 seems to be the first order with respect to
                      -4,q              '                                      '
                        I'
                   11i/ti6s'XXRx.Å~Å~ .

                   i .Z- -5,O
                   ::
                   <H                                        A                   ox                   20. -s,2 . Xk
                         ,                    ' O. 2 4 6 8 10
                                  TrME (h)
                       Fig. 6-2. change of the concentration
                          of oxidizing agents in O•5 M H2S04 •
                          with the reaction time on the
                          illuminated rutile powder catalyst.
                          The solutions containing (v) Fe3+,
                          (-) 1/2•Cr20;'. and (A) MnOE,

                          respectively. .
                                      '
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Table 6-1. Reaction rates determined by electrochernical

  analysis and reaction rate constants determined by chemical

  analysis

  --•whSolvtion K2Cr207 KMn04 Fe2(S04}3

Electrochemical

analysis {llA)

Chemical analysis
   -4      1/s)(x 10

O,26

l.l

O.73

1.5

2.2

6.0

the oxidizing agent chosen, since linear relations'  were'established between

logartthm of the coneentration of the oxidizing agent and the reaÅëtion

time. The rate constants calculated from the slope of the lines are

summarized in Table 6-1.
                                  '
  Electrochemical analysis: Fig. 6--3 shows the oxidation curve of water by

positive holes and the reduction curves of the oxidizing agents by the

conduction band electrons on rutile. They were obtained by the same manner

as'  described in chapter 3 by analyzing the polarization curves obtained

                                'under various conditions. '
             '
  The reaction rates: The rates of the photocatalytic reactions were, then,
   '
possible to be determined as the current values of the intersection points

in Fig. 6-3, as the same manner as described in chapter 3. rn the cases of

MnOZ and Cr20;-, three and six Faradays are needed to produce 1 mole of Mn02

and 2 moles of cr3+ , respectively. one-third of the current values at the

intersection points in Fig. 6-3, thus, correspond to the reaction rates for
        .t
these systems. The react.ion rates estimated from the electrochemical

measurements are sumarized in Table 6--1 together with the reaetion rate

constants deterrnined by the chemical analysis whieh was described above.
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                                       :ix

                                         :

                                            '
                                         v                      10                         --O,6 -O,4 -O,2 O O,2 O,4

                                  E (V vs, SCE,)

                    Fig. 6-3. Polarization curves of the
                      ' rutile electrode in O.5 M H2S04 with
                       and without the oxidizing agent.
                       (o) Anodic curve without the oxidizing
                       agent under illumination. Cathodic
                       curves with 5xlO'4 M (A) KMn04, and
                           -4                             M (v) Fe2{S04>3 and (n)                       2.5x10
                       K2Cr207 in the dark.

                       '
                                  '

     The value of the reaction rate on the illuminated rutile catalyst is
           '
determined by feasibiltty of eleetron exchange between the seniconductor

and the species in the solution, as discussed in chapter 3 for the case of

quinones dissolved in methanol. The feasibility is determined by the

relative position of the energy levels of the band edges of semiconductor

to electron energy of the chemical species which are distributed with

                              3,5)speeified rearrangement energy.                                     Aceordtngly, the difference in the

reaction rates of oxidizing agents Å}n Table 6-1 seems to be due to this

factor. Detailed discussion about the difference in the reaetivity could

                                                                    "not be done, since we have no data for the rearrangement energy of im04-
                     ,        2--and Cr207 which are reduced by three step process. '

            '
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(3) Difference in Behaviors of Cathodic Polarization Curvgs between the

Photo--emf Cells and Photocatalytic Reactions . '
     lt is noticed by eomparing Figs. 6-1 with 6-3 that matn difference ltes

in cathodic polarization behaviors of the oxidizing agents.

     Cathodic eurves on the rutile eleetrode given in Fig. 6-3 eommenced at

almost the same potential of O.1 V vs. S.C.E.. This means that the over-

potential was different depending on the kind of the oxidizing agents. Tn

the casie of a semiconductor electrode, externally applied potential eauses a

change of band bending in the semiconductor.2-5) 'when the semiconductor

electrode is polarized at potentials anodic to the flat-band potential Vfb,

the bands bend up toward the surface.2'5) consequently, the cathodic

eurrent should be controlled by this energy barrier, and eventually .
       '
independen.t of the redox--potentials of the oxidizing agents used as long as

the cathodic process is affected only by the electron density at the

semiconductor surface. Validity oC this view was already reported on
zno.46) in that case, the potential barrier to bring the cathodic current

flow of an order of o.1 pA/cm2 was o.6 ev at the highest case.46) '

Therefore, the cathodic polarization curves in Fig. 6-3 are judged to be

reasonable, since Vfb ofrutile in O.5 M H2S04 are considered to be -O.1 V

vs. s.c.E..61) .
                '
     On the other hand, polarization of the rutile electrode at a potential

cathodic to Vfb brings the energy barrier for the positive holes to reach
                '
the electrode surface in the same manner as electrons for the anodic
                     j                                           '                                                               '             3,5) •polarization. .
                         '     When both electrons and positive holes transfer from the eleetrode to
                                                     'chemical species in the solution, as is the case of the present photo-

catalytic reaction, the flat-band condition will be feasible for the

transfer of the both carriers, ' The potential where the•reaction proceeds
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reflects this situation and locates around Vfb, as Fig. 6-3 shows. Zn this

condition, the quantum yield of the reaction should be quite low, since

                                        57,81)electron-hole recombination predominates,                                               and the reaction rate is low
                                                              '                   '                                                                       'as shown in Fig. 6-3. Therefore, it can be confirmed in the present study

                                                                'that good utilization oflight•energy will not be expected for the photo-

catalyst where the both bands participate in the reaetion.

     In the case of photo-eleetrochemical cells using the illuminated rutile

anode and the metal cathode, it is necessary to take into consideration of

the energy bar.rier only for positive holes in the anode. When the energy

bands bend up enough to accelerate positive holes effectively to the

semiconductor surface, a larger reaction rate can be expected than that of

the photocatalytic reaction.
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     CHAPTER 7

     '
     CONCLUSION

                              '                                                               '
     The works in this thesis were earried out to investigate photocatalytie

reaetions on rutile by electrochemical measurements. The resultS obtained

are summarized as follows. '                                                             '

1) The " current doubling" process has been found to proceed for the

oxidation of methanol, ethanol and 2-propanol on an illuminated rutile •

                                                                        +electrode when the alcohol eoncentration in water is high. Number of -Ti

sites of rutile seems to play an important role in the reaction. '

2) Photocatalytic reactions of quinones dissolved in methanol were

investigated by employing electrochemical measurements based on the local

cell process. It has been found that quinones are reduced by electrons in

the conduction band of rutile to hydroquinone and that methanol is oxidized

through the " current doubling" process to forrnaldehyde. The higher

reaction rate was obtained for a quinone with a noble redox-potential.

Photocatalytic oxidation of methanol and 2•-propanol were studied by the

similar manner to that in'  the ease of quinones. rt has been found that

alcohol and oxygen are oxidized and reduced, respectively, via exchange of

eleetronic carriers between the rutile catalyst and the ehemical species.

By these investigations, usefulness of the electrochemical method in •

analyzing photocatalytic reactions has been confirrned.

                 '
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3) Correlation between photoeatalytic reactions on rutile and photo-
              'electrochemical cell reactions on a rutile anode and a metal cathode has
                                            '
been clarified. These reactions are eomposed of the " photo-sensitized

                        'electrolytic oxidation" and reduetion which obeys usual thermodynamics.

                                                                      '4) The rates of some photocatalytic reactions on rutile which proceed by
                                         '                   '                                      '                                                           'the locql eell process are eoncluded to be, in general, lower than that of

corresponding reactions at photo-electrochemical ceils.
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